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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
IAEA-CN-41/M-2-l
OF FIELD-REVERSED-CONFIGURATION(FRC)

CONFINEMENT IN FRX-C

ABSTRACT

A primary purpose of the large bore (0.5 m dia.) FRX-C
field-reversed theta-pinch experiment 18 to Btu?y the scaling of
plasma particle containment time, T , with majox radius, R, of
the field-revereed configuration (~RC). At 20 ❑torr fill
pressure the FM-C plasma parameter, if- 4X1015 cm-s,
T - 100 eV, T

i
- 150 eV, are comparable to those obtained in

t~e smaller ore (0.25m dia.) FRX-B device. Under these
conditions, the present measurement of particle confinement time
in FRX-C is TN - 140 us, consistent with the Scaling TN a R2,
when compared with the earlier FRX-B results. Thie favorable
scaling has been observed with R/pi - 30 (p = ion gyro radius),

itwice ae large ae in FRX-B, despite theozet cal Indication that
varioue MHD instabilities would appear aa R/p was increaeed.

iThe characteristics of hotter, neutron generat ng FRC plasma
produced lower fill (5 mtorr),

2 x 1015a~m-3, Te
preaeure where

fi- - 170 CV, Ti - 600 eV, are also presented.
In this plasma regime an accurate determination of TN i~
difficult becauee of the short stable period ob~erved.

1. INTRODUCTION

The FRC Im an axieymmetric highly prolate compact toroid
formed with purely poloidal magnetic field, ae shown in Fi8. 1.
Some j.mportantdietinguiahin8 features of the FRC are the very
high volume-averaged Flasma beta required by equilibrium in the
absence of toroidal magnetic field and the poaaibility of etable
tranailationinside a conducting cylinder. It ●ppears that these
features could be used to Significant advantage for fueion power
production.

A major Iamue for the FRC 10 the scaling with size of
particle, mabnetic flux, and energy containment time. The
ecaling of particle containment time can be determined uaiuu the
recent results from FRX-C and the previously reported
containment time on FRX-B [1]. A parameter-spaceetudy ●hewed
that an FT: plaema of very similar density, temperature, ●nd
❑agrietic field as produced in FRX-B, but with twice ae large a
❑ajor radius, R, could be produced in MI(-C at a fill preaaurc
of 20 mtorro

of the vatious poaeible particle loaa proceaeee,
theoretically predicted lower-hybrid-drifttransport appeare to
agree beat with the obazrved FRC particle confinement time. A
model for this transport mechaniam haa been developed [2] and
correctly predicte the mea~ured FIU-B containment time,
TN -39 w. For FRX-C, the model yields TN - 160 pa, or



equivalently, T
f

a R2. The data presented in this paper agree
with this Rnalyt cal result.

The increqse in FRC confinement time aa R/p
&

increaeeai is
of additional significance becau6e there are inotabilitiee
predicted theoretically [3] that have not been observed
experimentally. Ion kinetic effects are presumably the
explanation, but a detailed understanding doee not exist.
Possibly a stability limit exists In the ratio R//)ibeyond which
MHD modes will affect confinement. If such a limit exists, it
must exceed R/pi - 30 obtained in the present experimental
results.

2. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

For the measurements reported here, the FKX-C
field-reversed theta pinch was operated with the parameters
given in Table I. The value of confining magnetic field,
repo~ted with the plasma parameters, depends on the reverse bias
level (adjustable O-4 kG) and the significant change in coil
inductance that results from the preuence of the FRC. The FRX-C
main capacitor bank la connected to the COIL through two feed
ellota. Consequently, the applied azimuthal irnploaion-heating
voltage IS approximately twice the DC char~~evoltage applied to
the capacitor bank (adjustable from 40 to 50 kV).

TABLE I Parametara of FRX-C Experiment

Coil Geometry

Length
Central Diam. (1.6 m long)
Mirror Region Diam. (0.2 m ●ach end)
Magnetic Mirror Ratio
Discharge Tube ID

Magnetic Field.—

tifr.Field (vacuum, no bias)
ILieetime (f/4)
Decay time (L/R in vacuum)

2.0 m
0.5 m
0.44 m
1.17
0.4 m

9.5 kG
4.5 pa
300 p

la array of 13 magnetic field probee located every 15 cm
along the coil between the coil inner eurfaca and 0ut8ide the
discharge tube are ueed in conjunction with a flux loop
surrounding the dlecharge tube near the midplane to determine
the excluded flux radius, r A$(z), of tha FRC [4]. In regione of
mtraight field !inee, the FRC eeparatrlx radius can he
approximated re - rA .

it

For ~n equilibrium configuration
R _ re/42, A aide-on .39-IM double-pane interferciueter18 \\ead
to measure tho time history of Ind# at the center of the coil.



Measurements of Te by Thomson scattering are taken with the
scattering volume located 5 cm off the coil axle and 10 cm from
the coil midplane. Neutron emission is measured with a plastic
ecintillator and a rhodium foil activation counter. h
end-viewing, double-pass, ruby-laser holographic interferometer
with a 30-cm field of view Is used to measure particle inventory
and length-averaged radial density profile. Visible and VUV
upectroecopy are used for line intenaitiee and line broadening
measurements.

3. FORMATION PHASE

FRC formation in a field-reversed theta pinch, which
encompaaaeeithe initial inward radial plauma implosion, magnetic
field line reconnection at the plasma ende, and axial
contraction of the plasma, hae been described elsewhere [1].
The formation on FRX-C has been studied aa a function of fill
preeaure p. and biae field B for three magnetic end-mirror
configuration: M= 1.05, l.10an~ 1.17. The optimum reverse
biaa field for plasma reproducibility and lifetime increaaea
with fill preesure, being about 0.8 kG at 5 mtorr and 1.7 kG at
20 mtorr. The FRC length also increaeee with po, extending from
about 1.2 m at 5 mtorr to 1.9 m at 20 mtorr. At 40 mtorr it
doea not appear that a well-defined, closed-field-line FRC iai
confined within the 2-m coil. A qualitative observation ifithat
formation IS more reproducible and eaaily achieved at low rather
than at high fill preaaiure.

The primary effect of mirror strength appears to be its
Infhence on field-line reconnection at the plasma ende. With
weak mirroro at 20 mtorr the FRC shape ae deduced from the
magnetic probe array often lacks e~ctry and indicates an axial
drifting of the FRC out of the coil. Similar behavior la found ,.
in 2-D MliD aimulationa [5] if the plasma IS givenan initial
axial momentum. In the experiment axial drifting of the plasma
18 poseibly a result of non-simultaneous reconnection at the two ,
enda. Asymmetry in the axial contraction following reconnection
would result in net FRC momentum. According to eimulationa,
reconnection proceeds more slowly if the mirror strength 10
reduced or tho fill pressure increaace. Large mirror ratios ‘.

reduco the reconnection ae~etry ●nd thus the tendency of the
FRC to drift axially. The beet performance on FRX-C has been
&chiaved with the largest paesiva
Table I).

40 PLASMA PARAMETERS AND FARTICLE

mirror ratio, M= 1.17 (see

‘.
CONFINEMENT: 20 MTORR

,.

Data obtained on a typical diecharge at 20-mtorr fill
pressure and 1.7 kG biaa field are preeented in Fig. 2. The ,,
external magnetic field waveform, B, 1s recorded near Lh coil
midplane. The FRC length, t

W’
, 18 defined aa the distance

between the ●xial and poai one whera rA$ decreiaeeaito 65X of



its maximum value [6]. The average deneity 1s defined ae
n _ jndg/4rA , 16 obtained from the side-on
Interferornet$r. 2Y;alu$’% tIformo~t profile6i* very close
to the volume averaged density and differs by no more than 15%
for any profile when X8 = 0.4. The electron temperature
measured by Thomson scattering on similar discharges is
Te _ 100 ~ 20 ev. The ion temperature ie calculated from
pressure balance.

The quiescent plasma confinement phase is terminated by a
rotational n = 2 Instability that begine at abaut 70 De. The
growth of the n m 2 distortion is readily identified in the
modulation of the aide-on interferometerdeneity data of Fig. 2.
End-on holograms alao clearly demonstrate the n = 2 nature of
the Instability.

Small changes in the applied biae field result in
insignificant changea of initial FRC temperature and density,
but the different biaa fields significantly affect the particle
and flux decay characterietic8. The closed-field-line flux can
be approximated as +C = (Xa/2+2)TB r% .

!
In Fig. 3, the time

history of $C ie plotted for aix rep eaentative ahote at 1.7 kG
biaa, Mode A, and @ix shots at 1.5 KG biae, Mode B. Clearly, the
initial flux decay IS @lower in Mode A and, ae will be shown,
this correlates with improved particle confinement.

From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the FRC length IS
comparable to the coil length. The smaller bias level in Mode B
would result in a slightly longer FRC. The FRC length contracts
and then expands slightly as equilibrium ie established
following reconnection. Perhapa the inferior confinement of
Mode B ie a consequence of some closed field lines expanding
beyond the ends of the coil during the slight expansion.

The particle e-folding time, ‘Ns ie obtained from two
independent measurements of FRC electron Inventory time history,
N(t). First, the density meaeured by the nide-on interferometer
10 combined with the FRC volume dctemnined from analysia of the
axial magnetic-probe array data. Second, the end-on
interferograms, obtained with the holographic interferometer,
are used to directly determine N by appropriate integration over
the obeerved Interferogram fringe shift profile. A typical
end-on interferogram obtained for Mode B operation 30 IJe after
main bank Initiation in shown in Fig. 4. Mode A interferograma
are not yet available.

Figure 5 preaenta the particle inventory time hintoriea for
Modes A and B. The data pointe repreeent analyzed interferograms
where each Interferogram wa8 recorded separately on a eingle
di8charge in Yode B. Superimposed are the inventorie~
determined by aide-on Interferometry for the same diachargee on
which the interferograms were taken. A leaer equarea fit to an



exponential inventory decay yields the particle decay time TN.
For the low bias Mode B operation, both measurement technique
give identical decay time8, ‘N = 50 t 5 pa. For the higher biaa
Mode A operation the aide-on interferometertechnique yield8
TN D 140 t 30 ~E.

5. PLASMA PAMMETERS: 5 MTORR

Data obtained at 5 mtorr fill pressure are presented in
Fig. 6. Discharged in this regime are characterized by a high
degree of reproducibility and significant neutron production
(approximately 3 x 107 neutron/discharge). The observed
reproducibilitymay be attributed to the small plasma length
obtained at this low-fill pressure. Neutron emission combined
with density and volume measurements, and assuming a MaxwellIan
ion velocity distribution, corresponds to a peak ion temperature

:~ - 1.0 keV at - 10 us. Line broadening of CV, if interpreted
thermal Doppler broadening, corresponds to T of about five

times the pressure balance temperature at 10 PS Aropping to a
ratio of two at 30 ps. The temperature Te + Ti in Fig. 3 is
determined by pressure balance. The pressure balance
temperature ie considered the moat reliable, but further
investigation of this issue is needed. Electron temperature
from Thomson scatterik~g1s measured on similar discharges to be
175 t 25 eV.

The quiescent confinement phaae is terminated by the
rotational n = 2 instability that begins at about 30 us. The
internal flux decay8 on a much longer time scale, as reported
elsewhere [7]. As eeen in Fig. 6, the n = 2 distortion grows,
resulting in oscillations in the side-on interferometer denoity
measurement, until the plasma touches the discharge tube wall,
At that time the confinement is abruptly terminated.

The relatively short quieecent period observed in this fill
pressure regime does not allow an accurate determination of TN
ueing the combined side-on interferometer and magnetic probe
technique. End-on Interferograms,obtained between 10 and 45 IJS
after main bank initiation yield TN - 68 w.

6. DISCUSSION

The particle confinement times reported here are still
preliminary in nature and require further confirmatioil.
However, the data obtained to date indicate that the FRC
particle confinement time scales approximately with R2 when the
FRC is formed with the optimum bias level.

The tr~nsport model that correctly predicts the observed
particle containment time [2] also predicts that a substantial
increase in TN is possible if the ratio of separatrix radius to
coil radius~ xcD can be increaeed to valuee closer to unity.



Field-reversed theta-pinch-generated FRCS so far attain x
values of approximately 0.4. Attempts to increase the anount o!
closed flux, and thus XB, by increasing the applied biae above
the optimum level at a given fill pressure result In loss of the
closed-field-line configuration. However, by axial translation
of the FRC from the theta-pinch coil into a smaller diameter
flux conserver, it should be possible to produce FRCS with
significantly higher x values. An FRX-C modification la
progressing that will al!ow investigation of this tran~lation
process.

The origin of rotation before the onset of the rotational
n _ 2 mode i~ not fully Under.gtood. A correlation has been
proposed between the fraction of particles lost and the onset of
the n = 2 mode [6]. In FRX-C about 40% of the particles are
lost before the oneet of the n = 2j a ~omewhat smaller fraction
than previously reported [1]. The proposed correlation wad
baaed on the assumption that below a certain threshold value of
rotation, no instability would occur. However, recent
aimulationti have modified the predicted relationship between
rotation and instability [3]. Endehorting, an alternative
mechaniem to particle 108s, hae also been euggeeted ae the
origin of rotation [9]. Experiments at Nagoya have demonstrated
that endshorting does play a role [10].

Regardless of the origin of rotation, recent experiments at
Osaka have shovn that the n = 2 mode can be suppressed by meane
of quadruple fielda applied after FRC formation [10].
Quadruple ?oilE are preoently being added to FRX-C.
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Figure 1. Field reversed configuration.
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Figure 4. Typical end-on Interferogram obtained at 1.5 kG bins
and 20 ❑torr fill pressure taken 30 w after ❑ain
bank initiation.
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